
 - Go to the Sutori website 

 - Click "Log In"

 - Click "Login with Google"

*  You will have a 30 day trial 
of the Unlimited version.

Get t ing St ar t ed

https://www.sutori.com/

St or ies - My 
Creations - Stories 
that I've copied from 
the resource bank 
will also appear here. 

Classes - My Rosters of 
Students - These can be 
imported from Google 
Classroom.

Resources - Editor 's Picks 
& Access to public stories 
through "Resources"

Click on the + to start
 a new story.

Once you start your story...

1. Click on the             to add an element to the 
story / timeline.

2. You will be given a variety of options. Choose 
what you want to use.   

3. Type the text, drag your pictures / videos, to 
complete your story / timeline element.

4. At the bottom of each box are several choices.
a. Share - Lets them share the element in 

Google Classroom.
b. 2-sided arrow - expands the element to 

fill across the screen.
c. 4-sided arrow - moves the element up / 

down the timeline/ story.
d. Trashcan - deletes the element.

When an element isn't complete, a red box will appear 
around the unfinished item.

When the timeline/story is complete, it can be 
shared through the  "Share" button 

underneath the banner. It can be shared 
through Google Classroom.

Timeline/stories can be made private here.  If 
they aren't private, then they are visible   

Good To Know Info:

Only want  par t  of  a Yout ube video?

Here's a trick! At the end of the Youtube link, add: "&start=XXX&end=XXX" -- XXX being the number 
of seconds.

EX:https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=47tc30NMPEM&start=34&end=125 starts at 34 seconds and ends at 2m5s.

  There are lots of places to find help. 

- Blue box - bottom left 
- "Help" - bottom right

- Resources - Walkthroughs   

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=47tc30NMPEM&start=34&end=125
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=47tc30NMPEM&start=34&end=125

